
If Umbraco is important to your business, 
attending Codegarden is a great investment. Why exactly? 

Your developer will come home with 1 (or 10!) great new ideas 
for upcoming projects. 

The Codegarden conference is more than just a nice fresh breeze of new ideas - It’s a storm! 

We work hard to ensure that the conference provides a wide variety of sessions, workshops 
and activities so everyone from beginners to seasoned Umbraco veterans will leave filled 
with new knowledge, motivation and fresh ideas. Ideas and knowledge that your developer 
can use as soon as s/he gets back to the office.

No time-waste. This is where you find the worldclass of everything Umbraco.

Packed with sessions across six themes and 3 tracks, there will always be something 
interesting and meaningful to participate in. 

The people behind some of the most advanced and ambitious Umbraco implementations in 
the world will be presenting at Codegarden 2018 along with acclaimed web/CMS keynote 
speakers. 

There is no better place to send your employee if you want them to be completely up to date 
with the newest things in the Umbraco-sphere.
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Codegarden’18 
The official Umbraco Conference

We give you 9 reasons

Date: 23rd - 25th May, 2018
Location: Denmark, Odense, Dokk 5000
Price: €700
Tickets & info: codegarden18.com



Give your developer a motivational drive that’s out of this world!

Now, that’s a big promise. But we will deliver. 

We think this should actually be one of the biggest reasons for sending your employees to this 
event - they do great work for you everyday, they deserve a kick of inspiration and motivation 
that’ll make their work with Umbraco even more enjoyable! And a one-of-a-kind conference 
experience they’ll have them buzzing for months to follow. 

Just wait until you see that inspirational sparkle in their eyes when they return from 
Codegarden 2018 with a long list of new ideas for upcoming projects… you’ll be encouraging 
them to go back for Codegarden 2019 !   

Your developer can attend in-depth, hands-on workshops at no extra cost.

With a Codegarden ticket your developer gets the chance to improve their Umbraco skills at 
no extra cost. We offer 3 half-day classroom workshops that allows the attendees to hone 
their skills in specific areas. 

The workshops are taught by experts in the fields which makes this a unique opportunity to 
get the very best guidance. The workshops got limited seating, so make sure you secure your 
Codegarden tickets ASAP if you want the chance to take part in one of these exclusive 
workshops. 

Have your say and influence the future of Umbraco. 

Have you or your developers got ideas to how Umbraco should be improved? 
Perhaps you keep running into an annoying issue that you just want fixed? 

At the Open Space session at Codegarden you can bring your ideas and thoughts up and 
together with other passionate and talented Umbraco developers you can discuss concrete 
action points that you’d like to change or improve in Umbraco to make your everyday work 
with the CMS simpler and less time consuming.. 
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Codegarden is THE place for professional Umbraco networking. 

While the tracks are jam-packed we also provide space for attendees to learn and share 
with each other as we know that this is what makes an inspired and motivated developer.

Codegarden is the biggest concentration of Umbraco talent - fact! It is the perfect 
opportunity to network and gain new professional contacts and friends from all over the 
world. There’s a big chance that your developer will bump into someone who works in a 
similar business as yours and thus, are able to discuss concrete challenges, issues and 
solutions. 
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Your employee gets a chance to talk directly to the people behind 
Umbraco. 

Directly, as in face-to-face. The entire team behind Umbraco will be present and ready for 
questions, including the founder of Umbraco: Niels Hartvig, and the rest of Umbraco HQ. 
We’re friendly and we really want to hear your ideas and thoughts on Umbraco.  

It’s much cheaper than most 3-day conferences.  

We know that for most of you transportation and hospitality needs to be added to the ticket 
price. This is one of the reasons why we keep the actual Codegarden ticket price low. 

A ticket includes 3 full conference days packed with everything Umbraco, delicious lunch and 
dinner, memorable social/networking activities and all the coffee needed. All this for just 
€700.
 

Everyone is going - can you really afford to miss out?

Attendees at Codegarden gain a competitive edge. As mentioned above, Codegarden is 
where you find the biggest concentration of Umbraco talent, the entire Umbraco HQ and 
acclaimed CMS/web experts. All of whom are at Codegarden to share their latest 
knowledge and best practises in Umbraco. 

Keeping your employees skills up to date, you can make sure your business takes full 
advantage of the newest Umbraco tech and stay ahead of your competitors. Can you really 
afford skipping this once-a-year Umbraco extravaganza, missing out on all the latest within 
Umbraco and sneak peeks of what’s coming?

Last year over 600 people from more than 200 different businesses from around the world 
took part in Codegarden. And with this year’s impressive line-up, that among other great 
speakers includes Vitaly Friedman from Smashing Magazine and Deane Barker from Blend 
Interactive, we certainly expect that number to rise!

Shouldn’t your company also take part in all of this too? We’ll be looking forward 
to welcoming you!
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